NISSAN LEAF
GENUINE ACCESSORIES
Configuring your New Nissan LEAF has never been so much fun. Start with side door sills and finishing accents on your trunk and mirrors in shiny chrome or iconic EV blue. A touch of elegance is so you.
Drive forwards with the Dynamic pack

Highlight your style with blue finishers for the front, side and the rear spoiler. Add an all-weather LED fog lamp kit and protective mudguards to keep your path clean.
Get up and Go with a Bike Carrier or Roof Box

- BIKE CARRIER
  - STEEL
  - LUXURY
- ROOF BOX
  - SMALL ROOF BOX LOAD CAPACITY 380 LITRES
  - ROOF RANGER LOAD CAPACITY 340 LITRES

ALUMINIUM LOAD CARRIER
The maximum load capacity of the roof is 35 kg. The bars of load carrier weigh 6 kg. Max 29 kg load allowed on the load carrier.

ALLOY LOAD CARRIER*
The maximum load capacity of the roof is 35 kg. The bars of load carrier weigh 6 kg. Max 29 kg load allowed on the load carrier.

Roll your way with stylish new alloys
Navigate in your New Nissan LEAF with a set of Nissan Genuine alloy wheels: 16" Black ELECTRON or 17" dark grey with blue stripes. BOLD alloy wheels designed to be noticed.

16" ELECTRON ALLOY WHEEL
BLACK (BZ11)

17" BOLD ALLOY WHEEL
DARK GREY DIAMOND CUT WITH BLUE STRIP

LOCKABLE WHEEL NUTS
Feel great inside with our range of interior accessories.

You need the right atmosphere when you’re on the road. Opt for white ambient lighting and soft velour mats to give you total comfort.
Take it easy...
We’ve thought of everything.

The tablet’s connected. The food’s fresh.
The kids are safe and happy. Life is
easier with Nissan Genuine Accessories.
Kit out your New Nissan LEAF now.

BABY SEAT SAFE PLUS
(Up to max 13kg and
15 months-old)
# Add Nissan Genuine Accessories

## Exterior Styling

### Design Pack - Blue
- Side door sills: KE760-5505B
- Mirror caps: KE960-5501B
- Trunk lower finisher: KE791-5502B

### Dynamic Pack
- Front finisher: KE6070-5500A
- Side finisher: G68D0-5500A
- Rear spoiler finisher: KE790-5502B

## Load Carriers

### Aluminium Load Carrier
- Maximum load capacity: 160 kg
- Total weight of load carrier: 35 kg
- Bars of load carrier weigh: 6 kg

### Steel Load Carrier
- Maximum load capacity: 29 kg
- Total weight of 2 bikes: 19.8 kg

### T-Track Adaptor
- Steel: KE737-99933
- Luxury: KE738-80010

## Roof Box

### Small Double Opening
- Maximum load on LEAF: 16 kg
- Capacity: 380 L
- KE734-380BK

### Ranger 90
- Maximum load on LEAF: 22 kg
- Capacity: 340 L
- KE734-RAN90

## Ski Carriers

- Up to 6 pairs: KE738-99996
- 2 pairs: KE738-50001
- 4 pairs: KE738-50002

## Multimedea Holders

### Smartphone Holder
- Slideable: KS289-360BL
- Lockable: KS289-AVMBL

### Smartphone Cup Holder
- KE930-00300

### Universal Tablet Holder
- KE289-TH0BL

### Velour Mats

### Mats

- Double stitching: KE755-5S00B
- Black: KE755-5S001
- Blue: KE755-5S00B

## Alloys Wheels

### 16" Chrome
- Elegance alloy wheel - Dark grey diamond cut with blue strip: KE409-5SH20

### 17" Bold alloy wheel - Dark grey diamond cut with blue strip: KE409-5SH50S

## Interior Utility

### Illuminated Ashtray
- Black: F6800-89925
- Ashtray: KE650-5500A

### Smartphone holder
- Grip Black: KE289-360BL
- Phone holder: KE289-AVMBL

### Baby Seat
- Safe Plus: KE530-9900A
- Isofix Base: KE530-99090

### Smartwatches
- Volt Plus: KE530-99990

### Coat Hanger
- KE5872-9990A

## Lighting

### LED Fog Lamp Kit
- KE522-55020
- Available for upgrade of vehicles equipped with LED system

### Ambient Lighting White
- KE650-55014

### Illuminated Door Entry Guards
- Black: KE755-5S001
- Blue: G69D0-5500A
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EXTERIOR PROTECTION

Mudguards (front & rear)
White Pearl (QAB) KE788-5SH1B

Mudguards (front & rear)
Greenish Silver (KBR) KE788-5SH1D

Mudguards (front & rear)
Black Metallic (Z11) KE788-5SH1C

Mudguards (front & rear)
Silver Metallic (KY0) KE788-5SH1E

Mudguards (front & rear)
Red Pearl (NAJ) KE788-5SH1A

Mudguards (front & rear)
Red Brisk (Z10) KE788-5SH1C

Mudguards (front & rear)
Solid White (326) KE788-5SH0A

Mudguards (front & rear)
Brown Metallic (CAN) KE788-5SH0B

Mudguards (front & rear)
Grey Metallic (KAD) KE788-5SH0C

SAFETY PACKS / FIRST AID KIT

Safety pack 1 (first aid kit, 1 jacket, 1 warning triangle)
KE930-00022

Safety pack 2 (first aid kit, 1 jacket, 2 warning triangles)
KE930-00023

Safety pack 3 (first aid kit, 2 jacket, 1 warning triangle)
KE930-00024

First aid kit - Hard box - KE930-00008
First aid kit - Soft box - KE930-00007
Safety jacket - KE930-00061
Warning triangle - KE930-00011
Double warning triangles - KE930-00012

NISSAN EXTENDED WARRANTY

Nissan Extended Warranty allows you to benefit from your LEAF warranty for a longer period or mileage.
The range of available contracts will enable you to select the one that best suits your needs.
In case of a repair, only Nissan genuine parts will be used and fitted by Nissan trained technicians.
NISSAN Extended Warranty brings peace of mind to you and any owner of the vehicle after you, as it can be transferred, should you sell the vehicle privately.
Your Nissan Extended Warranty also includes complementary Nissan Roadside Assistance for the duration of your policy, giving you pan-European coverage 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.

NISSAN SERVICE CONTRACTS

Give your LEAF the care it deserves with a Nissan Service Plan and save money in the long run.
Our Service Plans cover all the standard servicing requirements for your LEAF.
Our Service Plans give you the option to fix your service costs for up to 5 years.
Your Service Plan covers all the checks and replacements required by your Nissan’s individual service schedule.
Benefit from the use of Genuine Nissan Parts fitted by our trained technicians.
Every effort has been made to ensure that the content of this publication is correct at the time of going to press (July 2018). This brochure has been produced featuring prototype vehicles exhibited at motor shows. In accordance with the company's policy of continuously improving its products, Nissan Europe reserves the right to change at any time the specification and the vehicles described and shown in this publication. Nissan dealers will be informed of any such modifications as quickly as possible. Please check with your local Nissan dealer to receive the up-to-date information. Because of the limitations of the printing processes used, the colors shown in this brochure may differ slightly from the actual colors of the paint and interior trim materials used. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or part of this brochure without the written permission of Nissan Europe is forbidden.
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